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Passcovery Suite speeds up password recovery on NVIDIA 6XX cards 

St. Petersburg, Russia – July 6, 2012. The password recovery 

experts at Passcovery Co. Ltd have announced the release of 

Passcovery Suite 1.10, the new version of their flexible 

solution for searching for passwords with GPU acceleration 

on AMD and NVIDIA video cards. 

The highlight of the new version of Passcovery Suite is support for a 

new family of NVIDIA video cards, GeForce GTX6XX, Passcovery Suite 

now supports all recent video cards from AMD and NVIDIA. 

Support for GPU calculations is important when recovering passwords. The number of CUDA 

cores is much larger than the number of cores on modern CPUs, so when video cards can be 

leveraged, password search speed increases by up to 40 times. 

GPU acceleration of password recovery is available for: 

 Microsoft Office 2007-2010 

 OpenOffice (all versions of the format) 

 Zip archives (classic encryption and WinZip AES encryption) 

 RAR archives (3.x format) 

 Apple iOS 4.x/5.x backups (used in iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, iPhone 4S, iPod Touch 

and all versions of iPad) 

 BlackBerry 5.x/6.x backups (used in BB Curve, BB Bold, BB Torch, etc.) 

 TrueCrypt volumes (used for data encryption) 

 WPA/WPA2 handshakes (used for security purposes in Wi-Fi networks) 

We invite you to try out the features of the new version of Passcovery Suite. On the download 

page you can find a demo version, which is compatible with all common Windows versions. 

License costs depend on the program and on the number of video cards supported. 

About Passcovery 

Passcovery Co. Ltd. supplies high-speed, professional software solutions for recovering lost 

passwords. The first versions of these solutions were released in 1999. Today, the company’s 

software is successfully used by law enforcement, government agencies, corporations and private 

individuals around the world. 

 

Product Homepage: passcovery.com 
 

EDITORS: The Passcovery Co. Ltd. has free review copies, special offers and additional 
materials on any of our products waiting for you!  
Contact our manager Olga Gladysh: passcovery.com/helpdesk  

http://www.passcovery.ru/
http://www.accentsoft.com/helpdesk

